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Introduction 22 23
In recent years, the performance of Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) has 24 improved significantly, such that they are able to meet [1] [2] [3] , and even surpass 4 human performance 25 in classifying objects. In light of these impressive findings, these artificial networks are 26 increasingly compared to their biological counterparts, resulting in an accumulation of evidence 27 for their use as a benchmark model of visual object recognition 5, 6 . For example, the internal 28 representations of CNNs show correspondence with human ventral temporal cortex (VTC) as 29 measured by fMRI, as well as with primate inferotemporal cortex (IT) measured using single cell 30 recordings 7-12 . The correspondence between deep networks and neural representations along the 31 visual pathway has even allowed for accurate neural response prediction of single-cell recordings 32 in IT 9 as well as fMRI 13 . Representational similarities have been further extended from the 33 spatial into the temporal domain, with results showing a corresponding ordering of processing 34 between CNNs and the human visual brain using MEG 14 . These accumulating findings showcase 35 the ability of CNNs to model neurons from single unit responses to entire populations, spanning 36 the multiple scales and dimensions used to study neural activity, and making CNNs one of the 37 best models to date for studying vision in the human and primate brain. 38
While these feats are impressive, it is unclear to what extent these results are easily 39 interpretable in terms of category representations. Object category information can often be 40 confounded with low-level visual features, such as colour, texture, and shape 15 . In this paper, we 41 highlight the significant interaction between shape and category that is known to occur in natural 42 images 16 and address the possibility that these networks may distinguish between object 43 categories by relying upon visual features, such as shape, rather than high-level category 44 representations. Indeed, the shape similarity of objects has been capitalised on in the machine 45 learning field to improve performance 17 . CNNs are proficient at representing the perceived shape 46 of objects, as opposed to their physical shape 18 and there are claims that CNNs rely heavily upon 47 shape information for classification 19 . Two-dimensional regular vs irregular shape 48 representations have been found in monkey IT, which are highly comparable to late layers of 49 CNNs 12 . Furthermore, CNNs mimic a behavioural bias in humans known as the "shape-bias", 50 which is the preference to categorise an object based on shape rather than colour 20 . Given that 51 these networks are adept at representing object shape, it is possible they are taking advantage of 52 shape-based features, instead of category information, to classify object images. 53
Recent neuroimaging studies have begun to de-cofound category from visual features, 54
including shape, in order to investigate their interaction along the visual ventral pathway 10, 16, 21, 55 22 . VTC in humans is one of the main category-selective areas 23 , distinguishing, for example, 56 between animate and inanimate objects 24, 25 . To build up this category-related representation, 57 visual information is processed in a series of stages along the ventral visual pathway, from 58 primary visual cortex (area V1) through to VTC 23 . In recent years, the exact role of VTC has 59 come under question, in particular whether this area encodes category-specific information, or 60 simply the low-level visual properties associated with category, such as colour, shape, size and 61 texture 15, 26, 27 . Proklova, Kaiser & Peelen 22 found that VTC encodes texture and outline 62 alongside category-specific information that is not present in earlier visual areas. Another higher 63 visual area, lateral occipitotemporal complex (LOTC), was found to encode category-associated 64 shape properties as well as category-selective information 21 . Other category-orthogonal object 65 properties, including size, position and pose, show higher population decoding performance in 66 monkey IT (analogous to human VTC) compared to early visual areas, contrary to what was 67 previously believed 10 . Indeed, the majority of visual object representations in IT may be 68 accounted for by object shape, or other low-level visual properties, rather than category 28 . 69
Nevertheless, studies that explicitly de-confound category from more low-level properties 70 suggest that the category selectivity cannot be fully explained by these other properties 10, 16, 21 , 71 and point towards a so-called feature-dependent categorical code 15 . 72
In this paper, we explicitly dissociate shape from category in two stimulus sets to 73 determine: (i) how CNNs represent object shape and category when they are independent from 74 one another; and (ii) how these artificial representations correspond with shape and category 75 representations in human visual cortex. Using two carefully designed stimulus sets, which 76 orthogonalise shape and category, we assess four top-performing CNNs in their ability to 77 represent category independently from shape layer by layer. Taking the same two stimulus sets, 78 we measure human fMRI responses when viewing these images and assess the interaction 79 between shape and category along the visual ventral stream. Finally, we compare artificial 80 representations with human fMRI responses for the same two stimulus sets, to evaluate how 81 closely CNNs reflect biological representations. 82 83 84
Methods 85
We aimed to determine the relationship between models of shape and category, CNNs, 86 and neural responses in the human visual ventral pathway. We tested object shape and category 87 representation in four top-performing CNNs and compared this with behavioural ratings of shape 88 and category as well as human fMRI response patterns from experiments in two previous 89 studies 16 All participants gave written informed consent. All experiments were approved by the 94 Ethics Committee at KU Leuven and the University Hospitals Leuven. All methods were 95 performed in accordance with the relevant guidelines and regulations. For the behavioural ratings, 96 each stimulus set was rated by an independent group of participants (N= 4 for set A; N = 16 for 97 set B). For the neuroimaging experiments, there were 15 participants (8 females, mean age of 30 98 years) scanned in fMRI experiment A, none whom were excluded. There were also 15 99 participants (8 females, mean age of 24 years) scanned for fMRI experiment B, with one person 100 who was excluded due to excessive head motion. All subjects had normal or corrected vision. 101 102
Stimulus sets 103
The stimuli in both experiments were designed to dissociate shape from category 104 information. Both stimulus sets are grayscale images of objects on a white or grey background, 105 centred at the origin and presented at a normal viewing angle (see Figure 1 ). Set A contains 32 106 unique images, divided into 2 equally sized categories (animal vs non-animal) and 2 equally 107 sized groups of shapes (low and high aspect ratio). Set B contains 54 images divided into 6 108 object categories (minerals, animals, fruit/veg, music, sport and tools) and 9 shape types. The 109 model design for each stimulus set, which orthogonalises shape from category, is illustrated in 110 To confirm that shape was not predictive of category information for each of the stimulus 113 sets, we analysed the images using low-level GIST descriptors 30 and tested how well these visual 114 features predicted shape or category using Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). GIST provides 115 a low dimensional representation of an image based on spectral and coarsely localised 116 information. We defined the GIST descriptors to include 8 orientations over 8 scales and 117 combine this with LDA. For Set A, we ran a two-way classification using a leave-one-level out 118 procedure, for example, training on bar stimuli and generalising to blob stimuli to test for 119 animacy classification. For Set B, we followed a six-way classification using a leave-one-level 120 out test procedure, permuting across all possible groups of train and test combinations and 121 averaging across results. For example, we selected six shape clusters of the total nine, trained an 122 LDA on GIST descriptors from five clusters (5x6 = 30 images) and tested whether the algorithm 123 could predict the 6 different categories from the held out images. All six-way shape and category 124 combinations were tested and averaged. 125 126
Behavioural data 127
Each stimulus set was rated on object category and shape properties by means of the 128 multiple object arrangement method 31 . Participants rated similarity in two task contexts: for 129 object category, "arrange the images based on the semantic similarity among objects"; for object shape, "arrange the images based on perceived object shape similarity". These models, based on 131 behavioural data, are meant to better represent the stimulus psychological space relative to the 132 stricter design-based models (2 categories x 2 shape types in set A; 6 categories x 9 shape types 133 in set B). For example, in Set B, the design-based shape model represents the 9 different shape 134 types as equidistant from one other, whereas the behaviour-based shape model is sensitive to 135 further variation between the 9 shape types in terms of between-type similarity. The behaviour-136 based model for Set B illustrates that elongated objects (the final 3 shape types), regardless of 137 their orientation, are perceived as being more similar to each other relative to round objects (the 138 first 3 shape types), which is not visible in the design-based model. Figure 1A Op de Beeck 33 where the exact same ROI criteria were applied. We used a two-factor repeated-172 measures Analysis of Variance Model (ANOVA) to assess the interaction between two within-173 participant factors: conditions (shape, category) and area (V1, VTC post and VTC ant). 174
Deep Neural Network Architectures 176
Each architecture consists of multiple convolutional layers followed by pooling 177 operations and fully-connected layers. For each CNN, which was pre-trained on the ImageNet 178 dataset 34 , we ran a forward pass of each image in the stimulus set through the network. We 179 output the activation of weights in each layer, resulting in a matrix with size of the nodes per 180 layer times the stimulus set (32 for A, 54 for B). We calculated 1 -correlation for each activation 181 pattern of one stimulus with another to obtain an RDM with size N x N, where N = the number 182 of stimulus conditions (32 x 32 for A, 54 x 54 for B). We did not include final softmax 183 classification layers in our analysis, since we were interested in the structure of layer 184 representations and not classification performance per se. identical in design to GoogleNet, performing average pooling, transformation to 1000 219 dimensions using full connections and softmax classification (not included in our analysis). 220
Representational Similarity Analysis 222
We used Representational Similarity Analysis (RSA) to quantitatively compare CNN 223 representations per layer with design models, behavioural ratings, and with fMRI neuroimaging 224 data. RSA compares RDMs, which characterise the representational information in a brain or 225 model 38 . Given a set of activity patterns (biological, behavioural or artificial) for a set of 226 experimental conditions, the dissimilarity between patterns is computed as 1 minus the 227 correlation across the units that compose the patterns. RDMs are symmetrical about a zero 228 diagonal, where 0 denotes perfect correlation. RSA assesses second-order isomorphism, which is 229 the shared similarity in structure between dissimilarity matrices 39 . Spearman rank order 230 correlation was used to compare dissimilarity matrices, since the relationship between RDMs 231 cannot be assumed to be linear 38 . In cases where there was any dependency relationship between 232 shape and category RDMs (visible in the Set A behavioural data), we used partial correlation. 233
We determined the significance of every correlation by comparing it with a null distribution 234 obtained by randomly permuting the RDM labels and then calculating dissimilarity relationships 235 1000 times. 236
237
Results 238
Behavioural Data 239
For each stimulus set, participants provided similarity judgments for the shape and 240 category dimension (see Figure 1 , right column). For Set A, we found a significant correlation 241 between the behavioural models for shape and category (Spearman's ρ = 0.4753, p < 0.001 242 permutation test with 10000 randomisations of stimulus labels) and so partial correlations when 243 carrying out RSA with Set A behavioural models. For Set A, as expected, behavioural and 244 design category models strongly correlate with one another (ρ = 0.8555, p < 0.001) and design 245 shape strongly correlates with behavioural shape (ρ = 0.7849, p < 0.001). For Set B, we found no 246 significant correlation between behavioural models for shape and category (ρ = 0.006, p = 247 0.8209). Again, as expected, shape behavioural and design models were significantly correlated 248 (ρ = 0.4145, p < 0.001) and category behavioural and design models were also significantly 249 correlated (ρ = 0.6195, p < 0.001). 250 251
Low-level Shape Analysis of Stimuli 252
Using GIST 30 descriptors of each image and combining this with LDA, we confirmed 253 that category could not be predicted based upon these low-level descriptors whereas shape could, 254 demonstrating that our stimulus sets were properly orthogonalised. LDA with GIST predicted 255 shape above chance level, at 87.5% for Set A and 69% for Set B. Category was predicted below 256 chance level, at 37.5% for Set A and 10% for Set B. To investigate the interaction between shape and category and CNN layers, we tested 282 correlation values in a 2 X 2 ANOVA with Layer (modelled linearly with intercept and slope) 283 and Condition (Shape or Category). Table 1 summarises the statistical results of the main effects 284 (layer, condition) and their interaction in CNNs and models. For Set A, for both types of models 285 across all networks, layer has a highly significant main effect and condition is also significant 286 ( Table 1 ) which suggests that correlation values can be predicted given the CNN layer and the 287 condition of interest (shape or category information). Their interaction is significant in 288 GoogleNet and VGG-19, but not in CaffeNet and ResNet50, suggesting that as category 289 increases, shape decreases significantly in two out of the four networks tested. For Set B, across 290 all networks, condition is highly significant, and layer has a significant main effect in 291 behavioural model correlations, however regarding design model correlations, layer is only 292 significant in one CNN (ResNet50). This suggests that it is possible to make significant 293 predictions of behavioural shape and category judgements given CNN layer information, 294 however this prediction does not extend to design models of shape and category. Condition is 295 highly significant across all networks, and the interaction between layer and condition is 296 significant for both models and CaffeNet, and the design model and GoogleNet. 297
In summary, across both Sets A and B, we can see that shape information gradually 298 increases and/or wavers as the network is traversed, before falling in the final layers. The peak 299 value in shape information remains roughly the same regardless of network depth. Peak category 300 correlations also remain roughly the same regardless of network depth. Across both Sets A and B, 301 category information is at or below the significance threshold in the initial layer before reaching 302 the maximum value at the final layer, showing the opposite trend with shape correlations. 303
Interestingly, the maximum levels of shape and category correlations do not depend on network 304 depth, nor on architectural design differences, such as the use of inception modules. compared with design and behavioural models of shape and category. For Set A, shape 312 information reduces slightly along the ventral stream, from 22% to 19% in design models, and 313 18% to 10% in behavioural models. Category information increases along the ventral pathway, 314 from -3% to 41% in design models, and -6% to 40% in behavioural models. We tested RSA 315 results using a two-factor ANOVA, with ROI (V1, VTC ant, VTC post) and Condition (category, 316 shape) as within-subject factors. For Set A, results reveal a significant main effect for ROI (F2, 15 317 = 26.34, p < 0.001 for the design model; F2, 15 = 35.81, p < 0.001 for behavioural), whereas the 318 main effect of Condition (shape vs category) is not significant (F1, 15 = 0.56, for design; F1, 15 = 319 1.02, for behavioural). There is a significant interaction between ROI and Condition (F2, 15 = 320 68.14, p <0.001 for design, F2, 15 = 73.34, p < 0.001 for behavioural), indicating that as category 321 information increases from V1 to VTC ant, shape information decreases. Post hoc pairwise t-322 tests further confirmed the dissociation between shape and category along the visual ventral 323 stream: category divisions were able to significantly better explain the neural pattern in later 324 ventral areas (VTC ant) relative to shape (t(15) = 8.57, p < 0.0001 for design models, t(15) = 5.67, p 325 < 0.0001 for behavioural models); whereas the opposite was true in early visual area V1, where 326 shape was significantly more related to the neural data compared to category divisions (t(15) = 327 6.34, p < 0.0001 for design models, t(15) = 8.16, p < 0.0001 for behavioural models). 328
For Set B, we see a qualitatively similar trend of decreasing shape information from V1 329 to VTC anterior (from 10% to 0% in the design models, and from 18% to 4% in the behavioural 330 models) and increasing category information (from -1% to 6% in the design models, and from 331 1% to 6% in the behavioural models). The two-factor ANOVA, with ROI (V1, VTC ant, VTC 332 post) and Condition (category, shape), revealed that when correlating ROI representations with 333 the design models for Set B, ROI has no significant effect (F2, 14 = 0.57, ns), the effect of 334
Condition is significant (F1, 14 = 11.39, p < 0.01) and there is a highly significant interaction 335 effect between area and condition (F2, 14 = 36.71, p < 0.001). Analysing correlations with the behavioural models for Set B, the effect of area is significant (F2, 14 = 3.79, p = 0.027), as is 337 condition (F1, 14 = 33.84, p < 0.001) and there is a highly significant interaction effect between 338 area and condition (F2, 14 = 13.33, p < 0.001). Again, pairwise t-tests further confirmed the 339 dissociation between shape and category in visual ventral brain regions, with shape being 340 significantly more related to neural data in early visual area V1 than category (t(14) = 7.56, p < 341 0.0001 for design models, t(14) = 5.28, p = 0.0001 for behavioural models); and category able to 342 explain neural patterns more in VTC ant than shape (significantly for design models t(14) = 3.89, 343 p = 0.0007, but not significantly for behavioural models: t(14) = 1.20, p = 0.24). Thus, there is a 344 two-way interaction between shape and category across the visual ventral stream that is 345 significant for both stimulus sets and both model types, illustrating a decrease in shape combined 346 with an increase in category going from V1 to VTC anterior. In this study, we investigated orthogonal shape and category representations in biological 378 and artificial networks by making comparisons between: (i) CNNs and models of shape and 379 category; (ii) models and the brain; and (iii) CNNs and the brain. First, comparing artificial 380 networks and models, we found that CNNs represent category information as well as shape, and 381 that category information peaks at the final layer for all tested CNNs, regardless of network 382 depth. Peak correlation levels for shape and category do not increase with network depth, and 383 remain roughly at the same level regardless of architectural design differences, including the use 384 of inception modules or residual networks. Second, comparing models and the brain, there is a 385 two-way interaction between shape and category in the human visual ventral pathway, where 386 shape is best represented earlier in V1, and category emerges later in anterior VTC. This 387 interaction between shape and category is significant across both stimulus sets and for both 388 design and behavioural models. Third, comparing artificial networks and the brain, V1 correlates 389 highest with early to mid-level layers of deep networks, and anterior VTC correlates best with 390 the final layer of CNNs. Across both stimulus sets and for all networks, peak correlations with 391 V1 always occur in earlier network layers than peak correlations with anterior VTC, 392 demonstrating that CNNs reflect a similar order of computational stages as the human ventral 393 pathway when processing these object images. 394
Our results allow for a greater understanding of how shape and category are represented 395 in deep networks and in the visual ventral pathway, in particular: (i) how differing shape and 396 category definitions between the two stimulus sets reveal differences between low-level and 397 high-level shape representations in CNNs and the brain; (ii) how shape and category processing 398 along deep network layers maps onto brain regions; and iii) how careful stimulus design allows 399 us to make better inferences about category semantics in the brain and in CNNs. 400
One major advantage of this study is that we consider two stimulus sets that carefully 401 control shape and category to draw conclusions about their interaction and interplay, rather than 402 broadly extrapolating results based on a single set of images. These two well-controlled stimulus 403 sets are similar in design but differ slightly in how shape and category are defined, allowing us to 404 extract a finer interpretation of results. Looking at the differences in shape definitions between 405 these stimulus sets, in Set A, shape is defined with a low to high aspect ratio (described as "bar-406 like" or "blob-like"), while it is characterized retinotopically in Set B. Comparing CNNs and 407 models, both low-level (Set B) and high-level (Set A) shape information is preserved until the 408 very last layer of all networks, however there is a visible reduction in low-level compared to 409 high-level shape information in the final layers. Comparing models and the brain, we see that the 410 high-level (Set A) shape information remains quite high in VTC ant, compared to low-level (Set 411 B) shape information, which reduces to correlation levels that are at or near zero. The plausible 412 explanation for why shape information drops off in Set B but not in A, is that higher level 413 regions represent a more abstract form of shape, which is factored into the design of Set A, but 414 not B. Indeed, previous studies showed that perceived shape similarity strongly overlaps with 415 higher-level brain representations in humans 40 , and in monkeys 12, 41 . Kalfas et al. 12 found that the 416 deepest layers of networks, rather than IT responses, correlated best with human shape similarity 417 judgements. We also found that CNNs correlated much higher with behavioural shape 418 judgements than fMRI. This finding suggests that there is at least some correspondence between 419 how humans and models use shape, even though there are very likely also differences (see e.g. 420
Baker et al. 19 ). 421
Considering the differences in category definitions between the stimulus sets, Set A has 422 only two category clusters defined by the animate-inanimate division, whereas Set B has six 423 object clusters. The number of groups clearly affects the size difference in correlation levels 424 between category models and CNNs as well as the brain, where fewer groupings boost the signal. 425
In the final layer of all CNNs, we see that category, as defined by animacy in Set A, reaches 426 correlation levels up to three times the magnitude of Set B. Considering brain data, category as 427 defined by animacy in Set A reaches six times the magnitude in VTC ant compared to Set B. 428 This is consistent with existing studies that show a strong animacy division in higher-level 429 regions of visual cortex 24 . We find that in all four networks, human similarity judgements of 430 category are best explained by the final layer of CNNs, more so than fMRI representations in late 431 ventral areas. 432
Our use of multiple CNNs allows us to observe the influence of network depth on peak 433 correlations with brain regions. Hong et al. 9 compared their brain data to a CNN consisting of 6 434 parallelised convolutional layers, finding that the model's top hidden layer was most predictive 435 of IT response patterns and that lower layers had higher resemblance to V1-like Gabor patterns. 436
Consistent with their findings, we also found that the final layer of CNNs had maximum 437 correspondence with later ventral stream areas, and that earlier layers showed higher correlation 438 with V1. Cichy et al. 14 found peak V1 correlations in the second layer of an 8-layer CNN trained 439 for object recognition. Similarly in our experiments, we found that peak V1 correlations occurred 440 at layer 3 in an 8-layer network (CaffeNet) for both stimulus sets. As network depth increases, 441 peak correlations with V1 shift from earlier tiers in the network to later layers. Interestingly, 442 some of the highest V1 correlations occur immediately prior to fully connected layers, as is the 443 case in ResNet50 and VGG-19. Figure 5 illustrates peak V1 correlations occurring as late as the 444 45 th layer in ResNet50, bringing into question the explanatory value of additional processing 445 stages in deeper networks, especially when an 8-layer network achieves similar magnitudes of 446 correlation with V1 by the third layer. Nevertheless, while the maximum correlation values of 447 brain regions shift to later layers in larger networks, the rank-order of correlation peaks with 448 brain regions still matches the order of information processing along the ventral pathway. That is, 449 correlations with V1 always peak before VTC ant, regardless of network depth. We extend upon 450 the findings of Cichy et al. 14 on the order of visual information processing from a single 8 layer 451 network to multiple networks, including a 50 layer network. 452
Recently, there has been some effort directed towards investigating the role of semantic 453 representations in deep visual networks, and where category semantics may be represented in the 454 ventral pathways 13 . Deriving high-level semantic meaning from low-level feature descriptions is 455 commonly referred to as the "semantic gap" in computer vision literature 42 . In order to fully 456 establish the level at which CNNs are able bridge the semantic gap, and extract meaningful 457 information from images, it is necessary to remove all possible reliance on low-level features, 458 which could be exploited to improve performance, and test network performance on carefully 459 designed images that minimise potential dependencies between category and influencing features. 460
Devereux et al. 13 do not properly control for the influence of shape, as we have, and include 461 many low-level visual features labelled misleadingly as "semantic" descriptors, such as "is 462 circular/round" or "is "green", which we would argue do not allow for a dissociation between 463 vision and semantics 15 . Our study explicitly defines category semantics as falling within the 464 animacy division in Set A, or in multiple object categories (animals, minerals, fruit/vegetables, 465 music, sports equipment and tools) in Set B. Our stimulus sets do not confound category 466 semantics with shape information, allowing us to draw firmer conclusions.
In conclusion, despite shape and category often being confounded in natural images, and 468 the possibility for artificial neural networks to exploit this correlation when performing 469 classification tasks, we find that deep convolutional neural networks are able to represent 470 category information independently from low-level shape in a manner similar to higher level 471 Table 1 : 2 X 2 ANOVA results of Layer (modelled linearly with slope and intercept) and 657
Condition (shape or category) and their interaction in CNNs and models (D = design, B = 658 behavioural). 659
